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“Dryer Vent Cleaning” Company Acknowledged by Concord Massachusetts Community

“Don’t Let Your Dryer Start a Fire, Keep Your Home Safe & Sound” are part of Dryer Vent Wizard’s
ongoing campaign promoting dryer vent safety & fire protection

Sept. 9, 2008 - PRLog -- Concord, MA--According to the US Fire Administration, dryer fires account for
an average of $15,000 dryer fires annually.  Webb Dickson, owner of Dryer Vent Wizard of New
Hampshire said, “Failure to properly maintain dryer vents is a major contributor to clothes dryer fires.”
 Dickson is franchise owner/operator of Dryer Vent Wizard (DVW), Dry Clothes, Safe Homes, a home
service franchise serving all of New Hampshire and Middlesex and Essex Counties in Massachusetts.

Dryer Vent Wizard provides advice to consumers to minimize the risk of dryer fires.  They advise
consumers to be sure the dryer vent systems are up to code with the city, state and manufacturer by
replacing any plastic or foil vent systems with semi-rigid or solid metal venting.  “I make sure my
customers understand how their dryer vent system works and that they are aware of warning signs of
trouble,” said Dickson in a recent interview.  “My job is not complete until the dryer vent system is up to
code and working efficiently and the customer knows how to maintain the vent system between annual
dryer vent cleaning.”  

The warning signs Webb mentioned are clothes taking more than one cycle to dry, especially jeans and
towels, no visible lint on the lint screen, dryer repeatedly stops during a cycle, clothing having a moldy
smell after a dry cycle, and clothing being very hot after a dry cycle.  Webb explained that all of these are
warnings of a fire hazard.

Dryer Vent Wizard is your single source for all your dryer vent needs.  They provide dryer vent inspection,
cleaning, repair, and installation.  Dryer vent cleaning and repair service is all they do, so they are the
experts!  DVW is licensed and insured, an accredited member of the BBB and he is listed on Angie’s List.
 He services New Hampshire, Berlin, Franklin, Manchester, Middlesex County and Essex County
Massachusetts, Action, Byfield, Chestnut Hill, Devens, George Town, Haverhill, Hudson, Ipswitch,
Lawrence, Lincoln, Manchester, Newbury, Peabody, Salem, Townsend, Waverly, Wilmington, and
neighboring cities and communities.

Contact:

Dryer Vent Wizard
Webb Dickson
26 Poplar Rd
Westford, MA  01886
Phone:  978-692-6396
Email:  M-E-DryerVentWizard@comcast.net
Website:  http://www.nhdryervent.com
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Mark began investing in real estate in 1981; he has purchased and sold over 3500 properties, including
single family homes and commercial property. He teaches real estate and internet marketing classes at
Wayne Community College in Detroit, Michigan

--- End ---
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